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Hello!
!
My name is Heather Mudry. I am the creator and owner of Mama Malas.  I love that first cup of coffee in the 
morning, the smell of bonfires and restorative yoga (no cardio for this gal).  I crave connection, authenticity, the 
space to be creative, and wild expanding freedom. 
!
Motherhood has been my greatest responsibility.  I feel so blessed to experience it and I was afraid that my 
actions weren’t always aligned with my beliefs.  I realized that I wanted my son Owen to grow up with a 
wonder for nature.  With memories of spontaneous day trips to the mountains. With an appreciation for living 
in the moment and connecting with the people that are right in front of him.  I needed to get back in touch with 
my intuition and start living a life that was pure to us.  It was then that I turned to my love of healing stones to 
design and create my first set of mala beads.  In turn, I rediscovered my love of jewellery making and healing 
stones. I knew within an instant that this was my purpose.  
!
Since our launch thousands of women have connected with our mission of supporting mothers on their quest 
to live a mindful, authentic life while listening to their intuition and taking control of their desires.
!
My intention is that Mama Malas give your customers the courage to follow their instincts, create a life and 
parenting style that works for them, and keep them aligned with their goals.  I want them to live in the moment, 
drop what is unimportant to play with their children and go on fantastic and wild adventures.
!
Mama Malas are an anchor for both the beautiful and trying moments of Motherhood, offering a tangible 
reminder of your desire to live a fully present, intentional and balanced life. Designed with healing stones to 
support your intentions, each Mama Mala has been mindfully handcrafted with the intention of supporting you 
on your journey of Motherhood.
!
Real love,
!
Heather
!!
  ! !

!
Mama Malas PO Box 12026 Copperfield Calgary, AB T2Z 1H4 hello@mamamalas.com
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HANDMADE WITH LOVE IN CANADA



108 Mala Beads 
!
Each mala is made up of 108 +1 beads to represent the 108 major physical and subtle energy channels 
that reach the heart chakra. By meditating with your Mama Malas by chanting or listening to a mantra 
108 times the energy from the mantra permeates both the physical and energetic body. The 109th 
bead, also called the ‘guru’ bead, signifies the beginning and end of your meditation practice. The 
larger guru bead holds the intention of your mala.
!
To meditate with your Mama Malas begin by setting an intention for what you want to cultivate in your 
life.  Starting at the guru bead repeat your chosen mantra once for each sandalwood or rudraksha bead 
on your mala until you come back around to your guru bead. Take a moment at the end to express 
gratitude for all of the abundance already in your life.
!
Each Mama Mala comes with a descriptive hang tag, insert card, care bag and Care & Warranty card. 


All Mama Malas are guaranteed against breakage for six months from the date of purchase. If a 
customers Mama Mala breaks within six months of purchase, they can contact us with their proof of 
purchase, and we will send instructions on how to send it back to us to be restrung and sent back to 
them free of charge. After six months their Mama Malas can be restrung for a restringing fee of $25 
which includes return shipping and the replacement of any missing beads.




For Every Mama Mala Sold a Clean Delivery Kit is 
Donated to a Mother In Need. 

!
Mama Malas has partnered with UNFPA, the United Nations Population Fund, to provide a Clean Delivery 
Kit  containing essential supplies needed to facilitate a clean delivery, to a woman in need for every Mama 
Mala purchased.
!
When I was pregnant with my son, having a safe birth environment was something that I took for granted. 
Sadly millions of women in crisis and disaster zones aren’t as fortunate.  
!
Over 99% of maternal deaths in the world occur in developing countries, while in countries affected by a 
humanitarian crisis or fragile conditions account for almost two in three women who die in childbirth.
!
Each Clean Delivery Kit donated could make the difference between life and death for a mother and her 
baby by providing the essentials needed to reduce the risk of infection or death.  
!
Visit http://www.mamamalas.com/pages/clean-delivery-kits  to learn more about how your customers 
purchase could save a life. 


!
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DREAMER MAMA MALA

Clear Quartz, Black Onyx, Amazonite, Pink Moonstone
!
The Dreamer Mama Mala manifests your intentions and desires into positive action, while releasing any fears and 
limiting beliefs that may be holding you back. 

Clear Quartz is the ultimate manifesting stone, storing the energy of your intentions and amplifying them out into the 
universe. Black Onyx helps you to see the actions required to make your dreams a reality, while Amazonite alleviates 
fears and promotes inner growth. Pink Moonstone enhances your intuition and ensures your intentions are aligned with 
your heart.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.5"

Faceted Round Clear Quartz Guru Stone: Approx. 1.2" x 1.2”
!
MSRP $154 USD


CREATIVE MAMA MALA

Dumortierite, Black Onyx, Sodalite, Clear Quartz
!
The Creative Mama Mala sets the intention of embracing your creative impulses by encouraging authentic expression of 
your creativity without fear. 
!
Dumortierite allows you to access your inner creativity, organizing your thoughts to facilitate the truest expression of 
yourself.  Sodalite activates the throat chakra, encouraging you to ask for the help you need to pursue the creative 
aspects of your life. Onyx gives you the strength to put your creativity out into the world, while enhancing self-
acceptance and trust in yourself. Clear Quartz amplifies your intentions while balancing and energizing your spirit.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.5"

Waved Oval Dumortierite Guru Stone: Approx. 0.8" x 1.2”
!
MSRP $108 USD



HAPPY MAMA MALA

Yellow Calcite, Clear Quartz, Pink Moonstone, Lepidolite
!
The Happy Mama Mala sets an intention of joy and happiness, shining light on the the opportunities that bring lasting 
happiness and encouraging you to see the positive in every situation. 
!
Yellow Calcite is a stone of joy and hope that infuses you with an energetic sense of optimism for what the future holds. 
Clear Quartz amplifies your positive thoughts and intentions into the universe while Pink Moonstone connects you to 
your intuition and activates the heart chakra.  Lepidolite dissipates negativity and releases you from the past, providing 
you the freedom to focus on the present moment.
!
MSRP $113 USD
!!

GROUNDED MAMA MALA

Smoky Quartz, Labradorite, Pink Moonstone
!
The Grounded Mama Mala roots you to the energy of the earth allowing you to feel secure and connected when 
venturing outside of your comfort zone. 
!
Smoky Quartz grounds and anchors your spiritual energy to the earth, calmly diffusing negative energy while relieving 
stress and fear of the unknown. Labradorite connects you to the energies of the universe, while Pink Moonstone 
stabilizes and grounds your emotions, providing a strong sense of security and wellbeing.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.5"

Faceted Pear Smoky Quartz Guru Stone: Approx. 0.85" x 1.2"
!
MSRP $113 USD
!



!
SUPERHERO MAMA MALA

Black Onyx, Amazonite, Rose Quartz, Sandalwood
!
There is a Superhero inside every Mama. You spring into action at a moment's notice, doing anything necessary 
to keep your little ones safe, happy, and secure. The Superhero Mama Mala supports your own inner superhero, 
keeping you calm, collected, and in control.
!
Black Onyx focuses the mind so problems can be solved objectively and unclouded by emotion. It is a 
strengthening stone, filling you with purpose, courage, self confidence, and self discipline. Amazonite dispels 
any negative energy and aggravation surrounding you, while Rose Quartz restores harmony in relationships.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 15.5"

Black Onyx Guru Stone: 1.2" x 1.6" 
!
MSRP $108 USD


!
LUCKY MAMA MALA

Jade, Rose Quartz, Amazonite, Rudraksha
!
You make your own luck, boldly following your dreams and living your intentions.  The Lucky Mama Mala 
supports you in chasing those big wild dreams by channeling your passions in constructive ways. 
!
Jade provides the clarity needed to move forward towards your goals while promoting self reliance and 
encouraging imagination and creativity.  Rose Quartz replaces negative energy with positive loving vibes that 
evoke trust in yourself. Amazonite integrates your logical brain with your intuition allowing you to see both sides 
of a problem, while encouraging you to ask for, and accept, help when you need it.

 

Length (top to bottom): Approx. 17"

Jade Guru Bead: 1.2" x 1.6"
!
MSRP $108 USD




FORGIVING MAMA MALA

Snowflake Obsidian, Rhodonite, Moonstone, Lepidolite
!
The Forgiving Mama Mala helps to release you from harmful patterns and emotional wounds that may be 
affecting your choices, so you can start to move forward from a place of love and light, free from past 
resentments and conditioning. 
!
Snowflake Obsidian calms and soothes the mind while directing your awareness to ingrained patters of 
behaviour that may be holding you back. It encourages you to see the value in your missteps as well as your 
victories, and signifies the end of challenging times. Opening the heart chakra to forgiveness for both yourself 
and others, Rhodonite clears resentment and anger over the past while nurturing love and self confidence. 
Moonstone is the stone of new beginnings, helping to dissolve old emotional patterns and providing emotional 
healing, while Lepidolite (the stone of transition) eases change and encourages independence and love.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 17.25”

Snowflake Obsidian Guru Stone: 1.2" x 1.6”
!
MSRP $113 USD


LUNAR MAMA MALA

Pink Moonstone, Pearl, Clear Quartz, Sandalwood
!
The Lunar Mama Mala connects you to the feminine energies of the moon, increasing your intuition, and opening 
you up to the cycles of introspection and manifestation that allow your life to flow with ease. 
!
Pink Moonstone harnesses the power of the moon and feminine intuition.  Like the moon, it reminds us that life 
is always in a cycle of change and that the best way to flow with life is to surrender to its cycles.  Pearl 
represents spiritual transformation and encourages you to follow your true path, while Clear Quartz amplifies 
your intentions and connects the physical and the spiritual.  
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.5" 
Pink Moonstone Guru Stone: Approx. 1.2" x 1.2"
!
MSRP $113 USD
!!



BEACH MAMA MALA

Turquoise, White Jasper, Coral 
 
Close your eyes and breathe in the fresh salty air as you hold your Beach Mama Mala close and experience the 
serene, majestic energy of the ocean. The Beach Mama Mala allows you to carry the peace of the ocean 
wherever you go.  
 
Turquoise guides you to the calm that resides just below the surface, allowing you to feel a deep peace within, 
even when life’s waters get a little choppy. White jasper and Coral unite your physical body with the natural world 
that surrounds you, evoking a connection to all living things. !
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.25"

Turquoise Guru Stone: 1.2" x 1.6"
!
MSRP $108 USD


TRANQUIL MAMA MALA

Dyed Howlite, Moonstone, Moss Agate
!
The Tranquil Mama Mala sets the intention of tranquility, harmony, and balance when communicating with 
others, and establishing your needs. Perfect for Mamas with toddlers, the Tranquil Mama Mala helps keep the 
lines of communication positive and open when your creative and expressive little ones grow frustrated as they 
learn to communicate their wild and beautiful ideas. 
!
Howlite helps clear insomnia due to an overactive mind, and facilitates patience while eliminating anger, pain, 
and stress. It is a great stone for communication as it increases awareness and encourages emotional 
expression. Moonstone soothes emotional instability and calms unstable emotions, while Moss Agate releases 
fear and stress.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14"

Howlite Guru Stone: 1.2" x 0.8"
!!
MSRP $108 USD
!



EXPECTING MAMA MALA

Lepidolite, Moonstone, Amethyst, Rose Quartz, Rudraksha Seeds
!
From the excitement and fun of trying to conceive to the joy and wonder of pregnancy, and the pure bliss of holding 
your baby for the first time (as well as the 108 other emotions that will follow), the Expecting Mama Mala is the perfect 
new addition. For the first, second, or fifth time mama, the Expecting Mama Mala sets the intention for happiness, 
health, and radiance during this amazing journey (seriously, you are creating a human being! how awesome is that?)
!
Lepidolite helps to protect against the baby blues and promotes inner calm, with a stabilizing and strengthening 
influence. Moonstone is the stone of new beginnings, balancing the shifting energies and hormones caused by 
pregnancy and childbirth and assists with that pesky fluid retention and morning sickness. Amethyst eases any new 
baby anxiety and helps ease “pregnancy brain”-related memory loss. Rose Quartz wraps Mama and baby in warm 
soothing energy, setting an intention of serenity and peace.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 17"

Lepidolite Guru Bead: 1.2" x 1.6"
!
MSRP $108 USD


BLISSFUL MAMA MALA

Rose Quartz, Dalmatian Jasper, Lepidolite, Clear Quartz
!
The Blissful Mama Mala opens you up to the joy of simply being, while awakening a sense of wonder in the everyday 
and encouraging gratitude for the abundance in your life. 
!
Rose Quartz and Dalmatian Jasper amplify your positive intentions while opening the heart to unconditional love and 
peace, encouraging playfulness and awakening  a sense of joy. Lepidolite cultivates gratitude, by focusing your energy 
on what is truly important, while Clear Quartz unblocks and amplifies all of the positive energy surrounding you. 
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.5"

Rose Quartz Guru Stone: Approx. 0.9" x 1.3"
!
MSRP $113 USD




ADVENTUROUS MAMA MALA

Flower Agate, Smoky Quartz, Lepidolite
!
You embrace new experiences, exposing your family to all that the world has to offer. The Adventurous Mama Mala 
supports your desire to travel, explore and embrace this wondrous life.
!
Agate is the protection crystal of the adventurers and explorers. It balances the root chakra, igniting your spiritual 
energy and providing an intimate knowledge of your inner strength. Agate encourages you to expand your horizons, 
embrace change and have faith in the unknown. Smoky Quartz and Lepidolite ground you, while neutralizing negative 
energy and encouraging you to go with the flow.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 15.25"  
Flower Agate Guru Stone: 1.2" x 1.6"
!
MSRP $108 USD


BELOVED MAMA MALA

Smoky Quartz, Rose Quartz, Pink Moonstone
!
You are immersed in love in all of its forms. The Beloved Mama Mala supports all aspects of love flowing through your 
life and, most importantly, is a reminder to take the time to love yourself.  
!
Smoky Quartz transforms negative energy and emotions into positive energy, while relieving any stress, fear and 
jealousy, that may be blocking the flow of love in your life. Rose Quartz is the stone of unconditional love and carries an 
energy of compassion and peace. Rose Quartz supports the heart chakra and reawakens the heart to its own love, 
allowing you to truly love yourself so you are able to give yourself fully to others. It also helps attract new love and 
romance, while strengthening existing bonds with family and friends. Pink Moonstone connects you to the love of the 
universe, and helps lovers connect on a deeper level.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 15"

Smoky Quartz Guru Stone: 1.2" x 1.6"
!
MSRP $108 USD




SACRED CALLING MAMA MALA

Amazonite, Clear Quartz, Pink Moonstone, Sandalwood
!
You follow your own path based on your greatest intentions, desires and intuition. Manifesting your big picture goals 
for yourself and your family, The Sacred Calling Mama Mala brings you back to what matters most and aligns your 
actions with your greatest desires and deepest truths.  
!
Amazonite gives you the freedom to express your grandest, innermost desires and encourages you to communicate 
your needs without fear of judgement or confrontation.  Clear Quartz holds the energy of your intention, amplifying it 
into the universe while Pink Moonstone activates the heart chakra, ensuring you always lead with your heart. 
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.5" 
Amazonite Guru Stone: Approx. 0.8" x 1.3"
!
MSRP $113 USD


INTUITIVE MAMA MALA

Amethyst, Smoky Quartz, Rose Quartz, Amazonite 
 
The Intuitive Mama Mala helps connect the mind, body and soul, setting the intention of having an authentic trust in 
your loves, desires and aversions. 
 
This is the perfect mala for when you feel like you aren’t quite living in your soul zone. Maybe you have taken others 
advice too many times, or maybe you have been too focused on the needs of others. Either way, you know 
something is off and it’s time to start looking inward for answers. You know better than anyone what is best for 
yourself and your family. Amethyst, a stone of the third eye chakra, is known for enhancing intuition. Put it together 
with Rose Quartz, and you will be seeing the love in all aspects of your life. Smoky Quartz grounds your desires into 
reality, and Amazonite allows you to move past any fear of judgment so you can live a life that you truly desire.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 14.5"

Amethyst Guru Stone: Approx. 0.9" x 1.3"
!
MSRP $108 USD
!!



TRUE MAMA MALA

Agate, Pearl
!
The True Mama Mala supports you as you align with your true calling and path, leaving you free to discover your 
deepest truths without fear of judgement. The True Mama Mala is the perfect companion when writing your next 
chapter.
!
Agate stimulates action while providing a powerful strengthening and calming influence as you explore your desires. 
Representing spiritual transformation and uniqueness, Pearls encourage your to forge your own path to happiness.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 17" 
Waved Oval Agate Guru Bead: 1.2" x 3/4"
!
MSRP $113 USD
!!

PLAYFUL MAMA MALA

Rose Quartz, Turquoise, Serpentine, Green Fluorite
!
Running wild with your kids, singing at the top of your lungs, and seeing the fun in the everyday, The Playful Mama 
Mala reminds you to let loose and enjoy the present moment, because life is much to short to be serious all the 
time. 
!
Rose Quartz reminds you that you already have what is most important; love. Turquoise lifts your spirits and helps 
you recognize your happiness cues. Serpentine manifests joy in your life, while Fluorite encourages you to get out of 
your head and live in the moment. 
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 15"

Rose Quartz Guru Stone: 1.2" x 1.6"
!
MSRP $108 USD
!



TRANSFORMATIONAL MAMA MALA

Cherry Quartz, Serpentine, Amazonite
!
The Transformational Mama Mala provides comfort, strength and grounding during times of transition. This is the 
perfect mala to celebrate fresh starts and new beginnings. 
 
Cherry Quartz is not a stone, but glass with ethereal pink inclusions that stimulate the heart chakra. Made by a 
melding of fire, air and earth, glass represents the merging of elements, rebirth, transformation and light. Serpentine 
carries a strong connection to the earth, and encourages a sense of security and connection to the natural world. 
Amazonite stimulates the throat chakra, encouraging you to live your life without fear of judgment.
!
Length (top to bottom): Approx. 17.25"

Cherry Quartz Guru Stone: 1.2" x 1.6"
!
MSRP $108 USD
!



Designed with healing stones to cultivate a life of presence, intention and love, the 
Gemstone Mala Bracelets allow your customers to mix and match their intentions to 
create a stack as unique as they are. 
!
All Gemstone Mala Bracelets are strung on strong elastic cord for daily ease of wear, 
measure approx. 6 3/4” unstretched, and come with a descriptive insert card and care 
bag.

Gemstone Mala Bracelets



I AM INSPIRED

Apatite, Clear Quartz
!
Apatite encourages you to listen to your heart 
while amplifying your intentions and deepening 
your connection to your spirit. Clear Quartz 
amplifies and holds the energy of other stones, 
while neutralizing any negative energies that may 
be holding you back.
!
8mm faceted Clear Quartz with 8mm Apatite and 
gold filled beads.
!
MSRP $42 USD


I AM CONNECTED!
Clear Quartz, Amethyst
!
Amethyst enhances your intuition and connects 
you to your heart and soul, enhancing your 
meditation practice and providing a sense of 
calm. Clear Quartz amplifies and holds the 
energy of other stones, while neutralizing any 
negative energies that may be holding you back.
!
8mm faceted Clear Quartz with Faceted 
Amethyst and gold filled beads.
!
MSRP $45 USD

I AM TRUTH

Amazonite, Clear Quartz
!
Amazonite gives you the freedom to express 
your grandest, innermost desires and 
encourages you to communicate your needs 
without fear of judgement or confrontation. Clear 
Quartz amplifies and holds the energy of other 
stones, while neutralizing any negative energies 
that may be holding you back.
!
8mm faceted Amazonite and Clear Quartz with 
gold filled beads.
!
MSRP $42 USD



I AM LOVE

Rose Quartz, Clear Quartz
!
Rose Quartz is the stone of unconditional love 
and carries an energy of compassion and peace. 
It supports the heart chakra and reawakens the 
heart to its own love, allowing you to truly love 
yourself so you are able to give yourself fully to 
others. It also helps attract new love and 
romance, and is regarded as one of the best 
stones for fertility. Clear Quartz amplifies and 
holds the energy of other stones, while 
neutralizing any negative energies that may be 
holding you back.
!
8mm faceted Rose Quartz and Clear Quartz with 
gold filled beads.
!
MSRP $42 USD

I AM INTUITIVE

Amethyst
!
Amethyst enhances your  intuition while 
developing  trust in your love, desires and 
aversions, giving you the confidence to follow 
your heart and create a life authentic to you.   
!
8mm faceted Amethyst. 
!
MSRP $39 USD

I AM GROUNDED

Smoky Quartz
!
Smoky Quartz is a grounding stone, providing 
protection from negative energy. Dispersing fear 
and lifting emotional blockages, Smoky Quartz 
promotes positive thoughts and action when you 
manifest your wildest dreams. 
!
8mm faceted Smoky Quartz.
!
MSRP $42 USD



I AM GLOWING

White Jasper, Pyrite
!
White Jasper helps alleviate stress and can 
encourage a tranquil mindset, while helping to 
balance masculine and feminine energies, 
keeping you calm and collected. Pyrite draws on 
universal energies to activate a calm, nourishing 
energy. 
!
8mm faceted White Jasper and 6mm faceted 
Pyrite.
!
MSRP $37 USD

I AM BRAVE

Pyrite
!
Pyrite balances the solar plexus, alleviating the 
fear of disappointing others and freeing you to 
interpret the world through your own truth. Pyrite 
empowers you to overcome your insecurities, 
giving you the confidence to follow your own 
path. 
!
6mm faceted Pyrite.
!
MSRP $37 USD

I AM A SUPERHERO

There is a Superhero inside every Mama. You 
spring into action at a moment's notice, doing 
anything necessary to keep your little ones safe, 
happy, and secure. I Am a Superhero supports 
your own inner superhero, keeping you calm, 
collected, and in control.

Black Onyx focuses the mind so problems can 
be solved objectively and unclouded by emotion. 
It is a strengthening stone, filling you with 
purpose, courage, self confidence, and self 
discipline. Amazonite dispels any negative 
energy and aggravation surrounding you, while 
Rose Quartz restores harmony in relationships.

8mm faceted Black Onyx, Rose Quartz and 
7mm Amazonite.
!
MSRP $39 USD



Perfect for workshops and designed to be a meditative experience for all skill 
levels, the Mama Mala kit is the perfect way for your customers to relax and 
connect with their intentions.
!
Each Mama Malas kit contains the following ingredients to create your perfect 
Mama Mala:

	 •	 108 Sandalwood Beads (plus a few spares)
       
	 •	 Silk Beading Cord with attached needle
       
	 •	 1 Guru Bead
       
	 •	 8 Accent Stones
       
	 •	 2 Large and 4 Small Sterling Silver Beads
       
	 •	 Mama Malas mala Bag
       
	 •	 Instruction Card
       

Mala Kits



Larvikite Mama Mala Kit

Larvikite, Pearl, Pink Moonstone
!
Each kit contains everything you need to make 
your own personal Larvikite, Pearl, Pink 
Moonstone and Sandalwood Mama Mala that is 
fused with your intentions and desires.
!
Designed to be a meditative experience for all 
skill levels, the Mama Mala kit is the perfect way 
to connect with your authentic intentions.
!
Larvikite is a protective and grounding stone that 
nurtures a strong connection to nature. Pearls 
help connect you to the cycles of the moon, 
provide emotional balance and nurture spiritual 
transformation. Pink Moonstone supports the 
heart chakra and encourages loving energy.
!
MSRP $65 USD
!



Mama Malas PO Box 12026 Copperfield, Calgary, AB T2Z 1H4 hello@mamamalas.com

We would love to answer any questions you 
might have. 

!
For more information please contact 
hello@mamamalas.com
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